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1. Bakground

In Distributed Morphology, paradigms do not exist as genuine objets that, e.g., grammat-

ial onstraints an refer to. Rather, paradigms are epiphenomena � essentially, empirial

generalizations that need to be derived in some way. Arguably, the same goes for Paradigm

Funtion Morphology (notwithstanding laims to the ontrary).

This view is inompatible with a more traditional view aording to whih paradigms exist

as genuine entities in the grammar.

Constraints on paradigms:

• The Paradigm Eonomy Priniple (Carstairs (1987))

• The No Blur Priniple (Carstairs-MCarthy (1994))

• The Basi Instantiated Paradigm Priniple (Williams (1994) vs. Bobaljik (2002))

• Optimal Paradigms (MCarthy (2005))

2. Basi Instantiated Paradigms

Assumption (Williams (1994)):

Paradigms are real objets, but they are onsiderably more abstrat than is traditionally

assumed.

(1)

V†

�nite perf* in�nitive

pres past† 1 2 3 1 2 3

sg 1‡ 2 3* 1‡ 2 3‡ 1 2 3 1 2 3

pl 1 2 3 1 2 3

Entry points (points to whih atual forms are assigned):

• † = modals

• †* = regular; go�went

• †‡ = be

• have, says, does � irregular in 3.sg.: *haves
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(2) The Basi Instantiated Paradigm Priniple (Williams (1994, 27)):

When there are multiple related paradigms, there will be one instantiated paradigm, and

all others will have its synreti struture, and perhaps some more. But no other related

paradigm will have a ontrary synreti struture, making distintions where that one

does not. We will all that one paradigm the basi paradigm.

Note:

In English verb in�etion, the paradigm of be is the basi instantiated paradigm.

3. Problem

A Problem (Bobaljik (2002)):

There are in�etional systems where there simply is no basi instantiated paradigm that makes

all the distintions that other paradigms make, with no other paradigm instantiating ontrary

synreti struture.

Example: Russian noun delension.

(3) Singular Plural

Im IIf,m IIIf IVn

nom/sg Ø a Ø o

a/sg Ø/a u Ø o

dat/sg u e i u

gen/sg a i i a

inst/sg om oj ju om

lo/sg e e i e

Im IIf,m IIIf IVn

nom/pl y y i a

a/pl y/ov y/Ø i/ej a/Ø

dat/pl am am jam am

gen/pl ov Ø ej Ø

inst/pl ami ami jami ami

lo/pl ax ax jax ax

The paradigm for the feminine /a/-delension (lass 2) omes losest, but its dative/loative

synretism � /e/ � is resolved in the masuline/neuter delension.
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